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Instructions: 
The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 
Answer eight questions, selecting three each from 

Section-I and Section-II, and two from Section-III. 
Candidates are required to give their answers in their 

own words as far as practicable.
All questions have been printed both in Hindi and 

English. In case of any ambiguity in Hindi version, 
the English version shall be considered authentic.

Parts of the same question must be answered 
together and must not be interposed between 
answers to other questions.
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SECTIONH 

TUS-I 

1The role of the President of India is like an 

old man in family who has all the authorities, 

however, he cannot do anything effective if 

the naughty-young members of family do not 

38 listen him." Evaluate. 

.2 Indian federal structure is constitutionally 

oriented towards the Central Government. 

38 
Explain. 

3. The uneven development of IndiaF States 

has created many socio-economic and 

political problems." Critically analyse the 

statement with special reference to Bihar. 38 
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The Parliament of India is an effective forum 

38 of national integration. Discuss. 

fH f 

SECTION-II 

U-II 

5 In Economic Survey of Bihar Government for 5 
2019-20, it has been mentioned that Bihar 

has registered higher growth rate than the 

growth rate of India in last three years. 

Which sectors of economy have contributed 

to this progress? Discuss. 38 
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6. What are the main causes of disparity in 

economic and social development prevalent 

in Bihar? Critically evaluate the measures 

taken by the Government to reduce these 

38 inequalities. 

What do you understand by demographic 

dividendP According to the UNFPA Report, up 

to what time India specially Bihar will have 

opportunity to reap its benefit? Throw light 

on the steps taken by Bihar in this respect. 38 

Aow is human development measured? What 

are seven commitments of Bihar Government 

for achieving human development agenda?
Explain the schemes of the Government for 

achieving these goals. 38 
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SECTION-III 

TUS-III 

India is the second worst affected Covid-19 
nation in the world. A fast vaccination 
process along with social distancing and 
mask use is the only solution to overcome 
the deadly virus. Describe the role played byy 
our nation in countering Covid-19 situation 
keeping in view the Make in India concept 
propounded by the Prime Minister. 36 
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10 At present, search of life on another planet 

has been one of the objectives of scientists of 

several nations around the world. Discuss 

the developments of India in space research 

towards this objective particularly in the 

36 21st century. 

11. "India has augered its defence system 

through inclusion of variety of arsenals 

under Make in India programme for its safety 

and security." Justify this statement on the 

basis of scientific developments in defence 

technology. 36 
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12. Floods and drought in Bihar has been the 

major hurdles over the years which have 

constantly affected its growth and prosperity. 

Discuss the role of science and technology in 

this kind of disaster management with 

36 
typical examples. 
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